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Abstract Residue-specific location of peptides in the

hydrophobic core of membranes was examined using
13C–2H REDOR and samples in which the lipids were

selectively deuterated. The transmembrane topology of the

KALP peptide was validated with this approach with

substantial dephasing observed for deuteration in the

bilayer center and reduced or no dephasing for deuteration

closer to the headgroups. Insertion of b sheet HIV and

helical and b sheet influenza virus fusion peptides into the

hydrophobic core of the membrane was validated in sam-

ples with extensively deuterated lipids.
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For membrane peptides and proteins, one significant con-

tribution of magic angle spinning (MAS) solid-state NMR

is the determination of high-resolution structure in intact

membranes with a lipid and/or sterol composition close to

that of the cell membrane (Yang et al. 2001; McDermott

2009). For some of these peptides and proteins, residue-

specific membrane location is critical to function. Some

examples include antimicrobial peptides and the fusion

peptide region of viral fusion proteins (Doherty et al. 2006;

Qiang et al. 2009; Pan et al. 2010). There has been some

development of solid-state NMR methods to determine

membrane location including those based on measurement

of increased relaxation rate in the presence of paramagnetic

species (Buffy et al. 2003). These paramagnetic species

may be soluble ions such as Mn2?or lipids derivatized with

functional groups that are stable free radicals. Another

approach has been measurement of spin diffusion from

mobile protons either in water at the membrane surface or

in methyl groups at the termini of acyl chains (Huster et al.

2002; Gallagher et al. 2004). Analysis of these rates to

determine distances between protein and lipid nuclei can

depend on estimation of the spectral density of motions and

often only a qualitative model of membrane location is

derived from the analysis. These analyses also typically

provide an average internuclear parameter (through dipolar

coupling) rather than a distribution of parameters and

hence distribution of distances.

An alternate solid-state NMR approach has been direct

detection of dipolar couplings between specific nuclei in the

protein and specific nuclei in the lipid molecules in the

membrane. The most common application of this approach

has been rotational-echo double-resonance (REDOR)

between protein 13C nuclei (or sometimes 15N nuclei) and

lipid 31P nuclei (Toke et al. 2004; Doherty et al. 2006; Qiang

et al. 2009). REDOR is a widely-applied method to measure

heteronuclear dipolar couplings and is relatively insensitive

to resonance offsets and pulse imperfections. These couplings

are determined by analysis of the 13C spectral intensities

(transformed into dephasing : DS/S0) for a set of dephasing

times (s). For non-phosphorylated proteins, analysis of the
13C–31P REDOR provides a distance or a distribution of

distances between a specific protein 13C and the 31P layer of

the lipid headgroups. For example, analysis of 13C–31P

REDOR data for a membrane-associated HIV fusion peptide

labeled at a specific backbone 13CO provided the fraction of

the peptides (to ± 0.05 precision) with 13CO–31P distance

[10 Å (Qiang et al. 2009). For the remaining fraction of more

proximal 13CO nuclei, the 13CO–31P distance was determined

to ±0.5 Å precision. Combining the fractions and distances
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from samples labeled at different 13CO nuclei provided evi-

dence for insertion of the central apolar region of the peptide

into a single membrane leaflet.

There has also been effort to measure distances between

peptide 13C nuclei and nuclei in the lipid acyl chains in the

membrane interior. Because both the peptide and acyl chains

are extensively protonated, 13C–1H REDOR is typically not

informative about peptide proximity to these chains. An

alternative has been 13C–19F REDOR on samples whose

membranes have a small mole fraction (\0.1) of lipids with

a 1H ? 19F substitution at a single site in the acyl chain

(Toke et al. 2004; Qiang et al. 2009). As one specific

example, membrane insertion of the HIV fusion peptide was

supported by REDOR-detected contact between Ala-6 13CO

and lipid 19F in samples with membranes containing

0.09 mol fraction DPPC-F5 lipid with a 1H ? 19F substi-

tution at C5 in the palmitoyl chains of dipalmitoylpho-

sphatidylcholine (DPPC). The 13CO–19F distance was

determined up to 10 Å with ±0.5 Å precision. However, the
1H ? 19F substituted lipids have some disadvantages.

Because the 1H ? 19F substitution is a chemical change, the

position of the 19F in the membrane might be different than

the location of the 1H that it replaces. In addition, inter-

digitated rather than bilayer phase is formed for samples

containing 100 % DPPC-F16 monofluorinated at the termi-

nus of the acyl chain (Hirsh et al. 1998). The maximum lipid

mole fraction of fluorinated lipid is therefore *0.1 (Toke

et al. 2004; Qiang et al. 2009). In addition to the intrinsic
13CO–19F distance distribution due to peptide membrane

locations, the 19F dilution adds a second distribution of
13CO–19F distances and it is difficult to deconvolve these

two distributions. It is additionally problematic that DPPC-

F16 is the only commercially available fluorinated lipid.

Monofluorinated fatty acid precursors are also not com-

mercially available and custom synthesis is required (Qiang

et al. 2009).

To our knowledge, REDOR between peptide/protein 13C

nuclei and lipid 2H nuclei is a new approach to probe mem-

brane location (Schmidt et al. 1992). Strengths of this

approach include: (1) 2H is chemically equivalent to 1H so any

fraction of deuterated lipid can be used in the membrane; (2)
2H has very small 1.5 9 10-4 fractional natural abundance;

(3) lipids with extensive deuteration are commercially avail-

able, e.g. D54 with perdeuteration of the myristoyl chains,

Fig. 1; and (4) fatty acids with more selective deuteration are

commercially available and can be synthesized into lipids, e.g.

D4, D8, and D10 with selectively labeled palmitoyl chains in

Fig. 1. One challenge of 13C–2H REDOR is the *250 kHz

breadth of quadrupolar anisotropy in static segments with

consequent 2H pulse resonance offsets as large as 125 kHz.

Despite this challenge, 13C–2H REDOR has been developed

and applied to determining backbone dihedral angles in silk

peptides as well as peptide 13C-ligand 2H distances in the

membrane-associated influenza M2 proton channel (Gullion

et al. 2003; Cady et al. 2010).

Van der Waals radii support a minimal distance of 4–5

Å between a protein backbone 13C and lipid 2H. We

therefore developed our 13C–2H REDOR experiment with

a lyophilized ‘‘I4-A9CA8D’’ peptide (sequence AEAAA

KEAAAKEAAAKAW) that is predominantly a helical in

its lyophilized form and which was 13CO labeled at A9 and
2H labeled at Ha of A8 (Long and Tycko 1998; Zheng

et al. 2006). In regular a helical structure, the 13CO–2H

internuclear distance is 5.0 Å with dipolar coupling

d = 37 Hz. Figure 2b shows 13C REDOR spectra of I4-

A9CA8D. The most prominent feature is the 13CO peak at

178.9 ppm. The A9 13CO contributes *0.85 fraction of the
13CO signal and the peak shift is consistent with helical

structure at A9 (Zhang et al. 2003).

For the typical 13C–2H REDOR pulse sequence, evolution

of 13C transverse magnetization during s due to the 2H

dipolar field is refocused (not refocused) during S0 (S1)

acquisition with additional 2H pulse(s) in S1. For rotor peri-

od = sR and s = nsR where n is an even integer, a common

REDOR ‘‘X’’ pulse sequence includes 13C p pulses at sR/2,

sR, 3sR/2,…, (n - 1)sR/2, (n ? 1)sR/2, (n ? 2)sR/2,…,

(2n - 1)sR/2, i.e. at half- and full-rotor cycle periods except

msR/2 and msR (Gullion et al. 2003; Cady et al. 2010). The S1

acquisition had an additional 2H p/2 or 2H p pulse at nsR/2.

Because the maximum resonance offset for 13C is *5 % of

that of 2H in static segments, an advantage of the X sequence

is minimization of resonance offset effects. This sequence

was tried with I4-A9CA8D but the S0(s = 16 ms)/

S0(s = 2 ms) intensity ratio was 0.01 presumably because

refocusing of 13C evolution from the 13CO anisotropic shift

field was reduced by interference between MAS and the 13C p
pulse at the midpoint of the rotor period.

The ‘‘XY’’ REDOR pulse sequence, Fig. 2a, is a variant

of a sequence commonly applied to systems in which both

nuclei are spin �. During S0 and S1 acquisitions, 13C p pulses

are applied at sR, 2sR,…, (n - 1)sR, i.e. at the end of each

rotor period except the last one. During S1, 2H p pulses are

applied at sR/2, 3sR/2,…, (2n - 1)sR/2, i.e. at the midpoints

of each rotor period. For I4-A9CA8D, the S0(s = 16 ms)/

S0(s = 2 ms) intensity ratio was 0.70. Figure 2b displays a

plot of the normalized dephasing versus s where this DS/S0

dephasing = (S0 - S1)/S0 intensity ratio. For s = 40 ms,

DS/S0 = 0.54. The ‘‘Y’’ REDOR pulse sequence was also

tried with one 13C p pulse at the midpoint of s for both S0 and

S1 and 2H p pulses for S1 at sR/2, sR, 3sR/2,…, (n - 1)sR/2,

(n ? 1)sR/2, (n ? 2)sR/2,…, (2 n - 1)sR/2, i.e. at half-and

full-rotor cycle periods except nsR/2 and nsR (Sack et al.

2000). For I4-A9CA8D, the S0(s = 16 ms)/S0(s = 2 ms)

intensity ratio was 0.16 and DS/S0 = 0.35 at s = 40 ms.

XY REDOR was used for subsequent experiments

because it gave the highest signal-to-noise and largest DS/S0.
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The 1H and 13C pulse parameters were calibrated as was

previously done for 13C–15N REDOR of peptides (Zheng

et al. 2006). The 2H field at resonance was *110 kHz and

was calibrated using liquid D2O and a single pulse sequence

without echoes. For I4-A9CA8D, the maximum DS/S0 was

achieved with 2H pulses of *4.3 ls duration which are

approximately p pulses. For s = 64 ms of I4-A9CA8D, DS/

S0 reached a value of *0.58. Half this value was achieved

with s� & 20 ms and corresponding k� = d 9 s� & 0.7

which is a typical k� value for REDOR between two spin �
nuclei (Gullion 1998). For the labeled 13CO, a maximum

(DS/S0)max of *0.68 was calculated using S0 fractional

intensity contributions of 0.85 (0.15) from labeled (natural

abundance) 13CO nuclei and no dephasing for most natural

abundance 13CO nuclei. This (DS/S0)max is close to the the-

oretical value of 2/3 calculated with consideration that a p
pulse induces transitions of 2H nuclei in the ms = ± 1 states

but not in the ms = 0 state (Gullion 1999). The 2H pulses in

the XY pulse sequence are simple whereas composite 2H

pulses have been previously used for the X and Y sequences

(Sack et al. 2000; Gullion et al. 2003; Cady et al. 2010).

Composite 2H pulses may result in larger DS/S0 and more

rapid buildup of DS/S0 with s. However, comparison was

made between Fig. 2b and previous work on a 13CO/2H-

labeled peptide with d = 55 Hz (Gullion et al. 2003). For

this peptide, X REDOR with a composite 2H p/2 pulse pro-

duced an asymptotic DS/S0 and k� (&0.7) that were com-

parable to the values we obtained with XY REDOR and

simple 2H pulses.

Membrane location by 13C–2H REDOR was tested

using the ‘‘KALP-A11C’’ designed peptide with sequence

GKKLALALALALALALALALKKA, N-terminal acety-

lation, C-terminal amidation, and a 13CO label at A11 (de

Planque et al. 2001). The sequence was designed to traverse

the membrane bilayer as a regular a helix. The A11 13CO is

at the midpoint of the apolar L4 to L20 region and would be

at the bilayer center in this location model, Fig. 3. Samples

were made with KALP-A11C and either D4, D8, D10 lipid.

The KALP-A11C (1 lmol) and lipid (50 lmol) were first

dissolved in a 2:3:2 mixture of 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol,

Fig. 1 a D54:

dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine

perdeuterated in the myristoyl

chains; b–d D4, D8, and D10:

dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine

deuterated at palmitoyl carbons

2; 7 and 8; and 15 and 16,

respectively. D54 was

purchased directly from Avanti

Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL,

USA). For D4, D8, and D10, the

deuterated palmitic acids were

purchased from CDN Isotopes

(Pointe Claire, Quebec, Canada)

and the lipids were synthesized

by Avanti
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chloroform, and 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoroisopropanol and the

solvent was then removed by nitrogen gas and overnight

vacuum. The solid was packed in a 4 mm diameter MAS

rotor with subsequent addition of 20 lL of buffer (5 mM

HEPES/10 mM MES, pH 7.4). The initial organic co-sol-

ubilization minimized the fraction of kinetically trapped

KALP-A11C on the membrane surface. Solid-state NMR

experiments were done with an Agilent 9.4 T spectrometer

and T3 triple resonance probe with NMR parameters listed

in the Fig. 2 caption.

The 2H spectra of static D4, D8, and D10 samples at

*–30 �C were measured using the solid-echo sequence,

i.e. (p/2)x-s-(p/2)y-s-acquire. For all samples, there were

approximately symmetric quadrupolar powder patterns

centered about the transmitter frequency. For the D4 and

D8 samples, the highest intensity ‘‘horns’’ in the patterns

were at *58 kHz which is very close to the *60 kHz

value expected for 2H in immobile –CD2– groups. The D10

sample had horns at both *60 and *15 kHz which were

respectively assigned to immobile –CD2– groups and to

–CD3– groups with rapid axial rotation. For samples at

higher temperatures, motional averaging would likely lead

to narrower 2H patterns.

Figure 4a displays plots for each sample of the 13CO

regions of the S0 and S1 spectra for s = 40 ms. The strong

signal at 178.7 ppm is dominated by the A11 13CO (*0.85

fraction) and Fig. 4b displays plots ofDS/S0 vs s for this signal.

The peak shift is diagnostic of helical A11 (Zhang et al. 2003).

The shoulder at 175.7 ppm is dominated by natural abundance

lipid 13CO nuclei and relative to the peptide signal, the lipid

signal is less intense at longer s which indicates a shorter lipid

T2. Comparison of lipid 13C signals of the three samples (e.g.

Fig. 2 a XY pulse sequence for 13C–2H REDOR with s = 4sR. The
2H p pulses are absent in the S0 acquisition and CP : cross-

polarization. There was XY-8 phase cycling on the 13C p pulses and

XY-8 phase cycling on the 2H p pulses with complete phase cycling

during most of the dephasing period except for a typically incomplete

last cycle. b Plot of DS/S0 versus s for *15 lmol of lyophilized I4-

A9CA8D peptide. The S0 and S1 intensities were calculated using

1.0 ppm integration range centered at the peak shift. The typical ±r
uncertainty in DS/S0 is approximately the vertical dimension of the

square and the calculation of r used the amplitude of spectral noise

(Zheng et al. 2006). Inset: S0 (black) and S1 (red) spectra for

s = 40 ms. NMR acquisition conditions included 10.0 kHz MAS

frequency, –50 �C cooling gas and *–30 �C sample temperatures,

5.1 ms acquisition, and 600 scans for each S0 and each S1 acquisition.

The 1H parameters included 5.0 ls p/2 pulse, 50 kHz CP for 1.7 ms;

and 76 kHz decoupling. The 13C parameters included 159.4 ppm

transmitter shift, 66–70 kHz CP, and 8.3 ls p pulses. The 2H pulse

parameters are discussed in the main text. Processing included 20 Hz

Gaussian line broadening and baseline correction

Fig. 3 Model for membrane location of KALP-A11C. The two black

lines represent the extrema of the *31 Å thickness of the palmitoyl

chains in the likely subgel phase state of DPPC (Tristram-Nagle and

Nagle 2004). The shaded areas represent the approximate longitudinal

locations of the deuterons in the D4, D8, and D10 samples with 1, 1.5,

and 2 Å thicknesses, respectively. The locations are based on fully

extended and tilted chains in the subgel phase and for D8 and D10,

the thicknesses are based on the multiple carbon sites which are

deuterated. The KALP-A11C is modeled as a regular a helix centered

in the bilayer with parallel helix and bilayer normal axes. The most

hydrophobic L4 to L20 region traverses *25Å along the bilayer

normal and the A11 13CO is at the approximate midpoint of the

palmitoyl region
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for s = 2 ms) shows the expected fastest dephasing of 13CO in

D4, 13CD3 in D10, and 13CH2/13CD2 in D8.

The Fig. 4 data are consistent with A11 13CO near the

midpoint of the membrane, Fig. 3. The most rapid buildup

and largest DS/S0 & 0.4 for s = 40 and 48 ms are observed

with D10 whereas DS/S0 & 0 are observed with D4 for all s.

Intermediate DS/S0 & 0.1 are observed with D8 for s = 40

and 48 ms. The s� & 16 ms with D10 is close to the

s� & 20 ms for I4-A9CA8D and is consistent with similar

*5 Å 13CO–2H distances in both samples. The 5 Å distance

for the D10 sample is also reasonable as the approximate sum

of the Van der Waals radii of the helix and the 2H atom.

Relative to I4-A9CA8D, the lower asymptotic value of DS/S0

of D10 may be due to interference in the sum of the dipolar

fields of multiple 2H nuclei close to the A11 13CO. This idea

is supported by similarity between the shape of the DS/S0

buildup of the D10 sample and the shape of the DS/S0

buildups from 13CO–15N REDOR of samples with 13CO with

multiple nearby 15N nuclei (Balbach et al. 2000). Another

potential reason for reduced DS/S0 is aggregation of KALP

in the membrane. Relative to KALP monomers, labeled
13CO nuclei on the interior of an aggregate would be more

shielded from lipid acyl chains with consequent larger
13CO–2H distances and smaller (DS/S0). However, to our

knowledge, there have been no reports of aggregation of

transmembrane KALP. There are lysines at both ends of the

KALP sequence and aggregation may be disfavored by

intermolecular electrostatic repulsion.

Membrane location can also be probed in membranes

with only a fraction of deuterated lipid. Figure 5 displays

REDOR spectra and DS/S0 buildups for samples containing

membranes with 0.4 lipid mol fraction D54 and either

KALP-A11C or the HIV or influenza virus fusion peptides,

HFP-F8C and IFP-L2C that are 13CO labeled at F8 or L2,

respectively. These peptides are N-terminal segments of

viral proteins that aid catalysis of fusion between the virus

and host cell membranes, likely through binding to the host

cell membrane (Han and Tamm 2000; White et al. 2008; Pan

et al. 2010). The HFP-F8C sequence is AVGIGALFLGFLG

AAGSTMGARSWKKKKKKA and the IFP-L2C sequence

Fig. 4 KALP-A11C ? D4, D8, or D10 membrane samples

a s = 40 ms spectra and b plots of DS/S0 vs s including ± r
uncertainties. Purple (D4), green (D8), and red (D10) match the Fig. 3

color pattern. The acquisition and processing parameters are similar to

those used for I4-A9CA8D and the DS/S0 analysis was based on

1.0 ppm integrations about the peak shift. The number of S0 or S1

scans varied between *2000 for s = 2 ms and *25000 for

s = 48 ms

Fig. 5 Peptide ? D54 membrane samples a s = 40 ms spectra and

b plots of DS/S0 vs s including ± r uncertainties. The peptides are

KALP-A11C (purple), HFP-F8C (green) and IFP-L2C (red). For IFP-

L2C, the different plots correspond to integration about the helical or

b sheet peak shifts. For the KALP-A11C and HFP-F8C samples, the

membrane molar composition was ditetradecylphosphatidylcholine

(DTPC):ditetradecylphosphatidylglycerol (DTPG):D54:cholesterol

(4:2:4:5) and for the IFP-L2C sample, the membrane composition

was DTPC:DTPG:D54 (4:2:4). The DTPC, DTPG, and cholesterol

lack carbonyl carbons. The sample, acquisition, processing, and DS/S0

analysis parameters are similar to those used for the KALP-A11C

samples of Fig. 4
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is GLFGAIAGFIENGWEGMIDGGGKKKKG (Han and

Tamm 2000; Qiang et al. 2008). The incorporation of cho-

lesterol in the membranes of the KALP-A11C and HFP-F8C

samples was motivated by the significant fraction of cho-

lesterol in the membranes of many cells including the host

cells of HIV (Brugger et al. 2006). The peak shift of the HFP-

F8C sample at 173.2 ppm is consistent with b sheet F8

structure whereas the peak shifts of the IFP-L2C sample at

177.6 and 174.7 ppm are consistent with populations of IFP

molecules respectively with either helical or b sheet struc-

ture at L2 (Yang et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2003; Qiang et al.

2008). For all peaks in the three samples there is substantial

buildup of DS/S0 with s� & 16 ms. For s = 40 or 48 ms,

the DS/S0 is between *0.3 and *0.7. There are similar s�s

of the KALP-A11C/D10 and the D54 samples as well as

generally similar maximum DS/S0 values. For the D54

samples, these similarities support close contact of the

labeled residue with the hydrophobic core of the membrane

(Qiang et al. 2009). The different residues could have dif-

ferent locations within this core and the helical and b sheet

IFP L2 could also have different locations.

Because the acyl chains of D54 are perdeuterated, a

labeled peptide 13CO nucleus may experience dipolar fields

from multiple nearby 2H nuclei. This may explain why

(DS/S0)max [ 2/3 for the membrane-associated fusion

peptide samples in Fig. 5. For two 2H nuclei near the

labeled 13CO nucleus, there is 1/9 fractional probability

that both 2H nuclei are in the ms = 0 state and would not

undergo transitions during the p pulse. The 13C/2H/2H spin

triplets have (DS/S0)max & 8/9 which is greater than the

2/3 value of 13C/2H spin pairs.
13C–2H REDOR should be generally applicable to

determining membrane locations of peptides and proteins

as well as the distributions of these locations. As shown in

Fig. 4, greater insight may be obtained from comparison of

DS/S0 between samples with different selectively deuter-

ated lipids. Greater DS/S0 may be achievable with use of

composite 2H pulses. More extensive 13C labeling includ-

ing sidechain labeling may also be used assuming that there

is adequate signal-to-noise for initial 2D 13C–13C correla-

tion, adequate resolution in the 2D spectrum, and means to

attenuate loss of signal from 13C–13C dipolar and J-cou-

plings (Jaroniec et al. 1999; Schaefer 1999).
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